Given a nonlinear model, a probabilistic forecast may be obtained by Monte Carlo simulations. At a given forecast horizon, Monte Carlo simulations yield sets of discrete forecasts, which can be converted to density forecasts. The resulting density forecasts will inevitably be downgraded by model mis-specification. In order to enhance the quality of the density forecasts, one can mix them with the unconditional density. This paper examines the value of combining conditional density forecasts with the unconditional density. The findings have positive implications for issuing early warnings in different disciplines including economics and meteorology, but UK inflation forecasts are considered as an example.
Introduction
Forecasts of a given quantity of interest often come from multiple sources. For instance, UK inflation forecasts are issued by both the Bank of England (BOE) and the National Institute of Economic and Social Research (NIESR) (Hall and Mitchell, 2007) . In fact, the BOE has a suite of forecasting models which may be used to inform policy (Kapetanios et al., 2008) . Instead of determining the best model from multiple sources, it may be better to combine the models in some way (Bunn, 1989; Clemen, 1989; Granger and Ramanathan, 1984) ; but combining forecasts raises questions about a suitable criterion for assessing the quality of the composite forecast.
Combining forecasts has generally been viewed as a way of pooling information sources together (Bates and Granger, 1969; Granger and Ramanathan, 1984; Bunn, 1989; Wallis, 2005) . Recently, model mis-specification has been given as another reason why pooling forecasts may be necessary (Hendry and Clements, 2004; Kapetanios et al., 2008) . Hendry and Clements (2004) went further to suggest that pooling forecasts together may be viewed as a way of applying the James-Stein 'shrinkage' estimation (James and Stein, 1961) . Founded on multiple parameter estimation problems (James and Stein, 1961; Casella, 1985) , shrinkage estimates are obtained by mixing the maximum likelihood estimates with the 'grand average' (Efron and Morris, 1977) . The grand average is an average of all available data (or estimates). Shrinkage estimators are readily applicable Abbreviations: Probability Integral Transform (PIT), Bank of England (BOE), Finite Unconditional Forecaster (FUF) to combining point forecasts (e.g. Greis and Gilstein, 1991) . Moreover, point forecasts have dominated the discussion on forecast combination (Wallis, 2005) .
Hitherto, a notable departure from point forecasts to combining density forecasts was a discussion by Hall and Mitchell (2007) , who also attributed earlier success of combined forecasts to model mis-specification. Considering UK inflation forecasts, their study confirmed that combining density forecasts outperforms the individual forecasts. Sources of the forecasts they considered were the BOE and NIESR. They combined these models with what they called 'time series density' (Hall and Mitchell, 2007) . Their 'time series density' was a probability density function estimated from available data. The time series density may be considered an estimate of the unconditional density.
Here, we examine the quality of mixture distributions of conditional density forecasts and the unconditional density in light of the goal of probabilistic forecasting set forth by . The goal involves two concepts; calibration and sharpness. Calibration is the statistical consistency between forecast probabilities and observed relative frequencies (Brier, 1950; Gneiting, 2008) while sharpness is a measure of how concentrated probabilistic forecasts are and a property of the forecasts only (Bross, 1953; Gneiting, 2008; Wilks, 2006) . Calibration was also termed validity by Bross (1953) and reliability by Saunders (1958) . Currently it is commonly known as calibration (e.g. in Gneiting, 2008; Lawrence et al., 2006) , although the weather community also uses the term reliability. While much of the discussion on calibration of probabilistic forecasts has centred on categorical events, Dawid (1984) is notable for proposing the use of probability integral transforms (PITs) to assess the calibration of density forecasts. A PIT is obtained by plugging an observation into the cumulative predictive distribution function. His proposed test included the additional condition that the PITs should be independent and identically distributed. Diebold et al. (1998) then showed that if density forecasts coincide with the ideal forecasts, then the PITs are independent and identically uniformly distributed (iid U [0, 1]).
The proposal of Diebold et al. (1998) to use PITs was motivated by their quest for a universally applicable approach to density forecast evaluation. They argued that scoring rules cannot rank incorrect density forecasts in a way that satisfies all users. Recent work Brocker and Smith, 2007) has discussed essential properties for scoring rules, but it is still unclear whether such can yield a consistent ranking of non ideal forecasts. On the other hand, testing whether PITs are iid U [0, 1] is only sufficient to determine if the forecasts are ideal or not. It is of no value in providing a universal ranking of non ideal forecasts.
If the iid condition is relaxed, then PITs can be uniform even when the forecasts are not ideal. termed this scenario probabilistic calibration. They introduced two other modes of calibration: exceedance calibration and marginal calibration. Marginal calibration refers to the case when the time average of all predictive distributions is equal to that of ideal forecasts. Since the time average of ideal forecasts can be estimated from time series, marginal calibration can be empirically assessed. There is no empirical way of assessing exceedance calibration and we will defer its definition until section 2.3. then conjectured that when a subset of these modes of calibration holds, then the predictive distributions are at least as spread out as the ideal forecasts, which conjecture they termed a sharpness principle. The aim was to ensure that predictive distributions were no more confident than the ideal forecasts. It has further been argued that the goal of probabilistic forecasting is to maximise sharpness subject to calibration (Gneiting, 2008; . This so called paradigm (Gneiting, 2008) depends on the aforementioned conjecture, which we shall revisit later. If one could identify relevant modes of calibration for the conjecture to hold, then the sharpness of predictive distributions could be maximised subject to those modes to achieve the goal. Maximising sharpness is equivalent to minimising uncertainty. This paper presents a new theoretical analysis of the quality of density forecasts in terms of sharpness and calibration. It focuses upon combining conditional forecasts with an unconditional estimate; this may be viewed as 'shrinkage' of conditional forecasts towards the unconditional distribution (Hendry and Clements, 2004) . Hall and Mitchell (2007) found including the unconditional distribution to improve predictive distributions; but merely including the unconditional distribution cannot improve sharpness. Therefore, in addition to the mixture parameter, we suggest scaling the dispersion of conditional forecasts. Our analysis answers Hall and Mitchell (2007) 's appeal for more theoretical work on combining density forecasts. Empirical results are given on UK inflation forecasts using the same example considered by Hall and Mitchell (2007) .
The next section discusses forecast qualities that are cumulatively measured by the logarithmic scoring rule. In particular, a decomposition of this scoring rule is presented. The sharpness principle conjectured by is discussed in § 3 and a relevant proposition presented. In § 4, the methodology employed to produce density forecasts and theoretical analyses of forecast combinations are given. Results concerning density forecasts obtained via the logarithmic scoring rule with respect to the BOE inflation forecasts are presented in § 5. Section 6 gives a discussion and concluding remarks. Appendices A and B contain the proof of the proposition concerning the sharpness principle and appendix C proofs for the rest of the propositions. Appendix D gives a complementary discussion of point forecasts.
Probabilistic-Forecast Quality
Model mis-specification places limitations on the value of probabilistic forecasts. On the other hand, consumers of forecasts may demand predictive distributions that are both calibrated and sharp. If such forecasts are issued at long time horizons, then early warning is afforded. We suggest that these qualities can be cumulatively quantified by the logarithmic scoring rule proposed by Good (1952) . There are other scoring rules available for selection (see . For instance, there is the Brier score (Brier, 1950) . This, however, decomposes into many terms (Murphy, 1993) , some of which are not relevant to our discussion and it is suitable for categorical events. A generalisation of the Brier score to density forecasts is the continuous rank probability score , but it lacks a clear interpretation. Indeed traditional decompositions of scoring rules do not contain a sharpness term. There is also the mean square error loss function (Corradi and Swanson, 2006) , which is also irrelevant to the qualities of interest. Suffice it to say, the logarithmic scoring rule is preferred over others for its appeal to information theory concepts (see Roulston and Smith, 2002) , which can be traced back to Shannon (1948 Shannon ( , 1949 . Information theory has a strong hold on uncertainty, a concept equivalent to sharpness.
Logarithmic Scoring Rule
Consider a density forecast f (x) and a target probability density function g(x). If we think of X as a random variable, then the foregoing notation says that the true distribution of X is g(x). With this notation, the information based scoring rule used in this paper is
where IGN(f, X) = − log f (X), proposed by Good (1952) and termed Ignorance in Roulston and Smith (2002) and predictive deviance in Knorr-Held and Rainer (2001) . Hence, (1) is the expected Ignorance. It is related to the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) ,
It follows that the f that minimises D KL (g||f ) also minimises E[IGN(f, X)]. The expected Ignorance is the cross entropy H(g, f ). The Ignorance score is especially relevant when one evaluates the performance of density forecasts given time series only, with no access to g(x). An important property of the Ignorance score is that it attains the minimum if and only if f (x) = g(x) (Brocker and Smith, 2008; , meaning it is strictly proper. Traditionally, the only score that has been decomposed into constituent terms is the Brier score: the reliability-resolution decomposition (Murphy, 1993; Wilks, 2006) , after removing the uncertainty term. Brocker (2009) extended the decomposition to general scores, but in the context of categorical forecasts. Unlike sharpness, resolution is not a property of the forecasts only. Therefore, we introduce a decomposition of (1) as
In this decomposition of expected Ignorance, the first term is sharpness and the second is calibration. Notice that the sharpness term is simply the density entropy H(f ), a property of the density forecast only. It is desirable for this term to be as negative as possible, effectively expressing more certainty about what is likely to happen. Since calibration is a statistical property of the forecasting system, it cannot be assessed based on one forecast only. For a time series of forecasts, we want each f (x) to be close to g(x) in some way. One is never furnished with g(x) to aid assessment of calibration in an operational setup, but there are time series approaches to address this.
Sharpness
One way to quantify sharpness is to use the variance (e.g. . We emphasise that sharpness should be quantified by entropy, which "is a measure of concentration" of the distribution "on a set of small measure", a small value of entropy corresponding to a "high degree of concentration" (Hirschman, 1957) . The entropy of a distribution f (x) of variance σ 2 satisfies the inequality (Shannon, 1948 (Shannon, , 1949 )
Hence, a smaller variance guarantees lower entropy but not vice versa. Indeed two distributions with the same variances can have unequal entropies. For instance, a mixture of two Gaussians will have lower entropy than a single Gaussian distribution of the same variance. Much more, a distribution of a higher variance can have a lower entropy than that of lower variance. Sharpness has also been quantified by confidence intervals (Raftery et al., 2005; . Confidence intervals share a similar weakness to variance in the sense that a bimodal distribution that is fairly concentrated on the two modes can have larger confidence intervals than a unimodal distribution that is fairly spread out. Also, given two non-symmetric distributions, which of them is deemed sharper could depend on what the confidence level is.
Calibration
The calibration of density forecasts is a well trodden subject. Much of the literature takes the stand that a calibrated forecasting system is tantamount to a correctly specified model. Corradi and Swanson (2006) provide a comprehensive survey of formal statistical techniques for assessing calibration of density forecasts to determine if the underlying model is correctly specified. The work of strikes a discord by providing a calibration framework that accommodates model mis-specification. They broke down calibration into three modes, each of which could be assessed separately.
Suppose a probability forecasting system issues predictive distributions {F t (x)} T t=1 , while the data-generating process issues ideal forecasts {G t (x)} T t=1 . then defined the following modes of calibration:
• The forecaster is marginally calibrated if
Note that the definitions of probabilistic and exceedance calibration require the distributions to be strictly increasing over all ℜ. In the subsequent discussions, we admit cases where the distributions simply have compact support. In such cases, the inverses will only be taken within the regions of compact support. If we have a time series of observations x t , then z t = F t (x t ) is a probability integral transform (PIT) (Corradi and Swanson, 2006; Diebold et al., 1998) . Uniformity of the PITs is equivalent to probabilistic calibration . A visual inspection of PIT histograms would reveal obvious departures from uniformity. The underlying model is correctly specified if and only if
Suppose we have a time series of density forecasts, {f t (x)} t≥1 . Then define the forecaster's unconditional density as
We define a forecaster who issues the finite time unconditional distribution,
for all t ∈ {1 . . . , T }, to be the finite unconditional forecaster (FUF). If F t (x) = lim T →∞ḠT (x), then we have the unconditional forecaster 1 . A forecaster is finite marginally calibrated ifρ T (x) =Ḡ ′ T (x). For all practical purposes, T is finite and we have no access to the G t (x)'s. Hence it is difficult to assess finite marginal calibration. If d(ρ T ,ρ 2T ) ≈ 0, where d is some metric, then we can take T to be large enough to evaluate marginal calibration. To this end, we can use the Hellinger distance (Pollard, 2002) and compute
where
is the underlying system's unconditional density. It is useful to note that 0 ≤ h(·, ·) ≤ 1, assuming the value of 0 when the two distributions are identical and 1 when they do not overlap. This procedure for assessing marginal calibration is an alternative to the graphical tests performed in . It is expected to be more robust to finite sample effects.
Counter Examples
None of the individual modes of calibration alone is sufficient for the weaker conjecture to hold . In this subsection, we present relevant counter examples.
Probabilistically calibrated forecaster: Let G t = U [0, 1], t = 1, 2, be ideal forecasts and the corresponding forecaster
for t = 1, 2 with 0 < β < 1/2. This forecaster satisfies equation (2), hence is probabilistically calibrated. Note that when β = 1/3, the average variance of the forecaster distributions is 37/432 whilst the ideal forecaster yields 1/12. Hence, inequality (4) is satisfied. If entropy is used to measure sharpness, then H(f t ) = (1/2) log(4β(1 − β)) for t = 1, 2, where H(f t ) denotes the density entropy of f t and f t (x) = F ′ t (x). Since H(g t ) = 0 and 4β(1 − β) < 1, H(f t ) < H(g t ). Thus entropy indicates that the forecaster is sharper than the ideal forecaster. For distributions with the same compact support, it is well known in information theory that the uniform distribution yields maximum uncertainty, a fact that is missed by using variance. Pal (2010) gives an example in which (4) is violated. He takes
2 ) and var(G 2 ) = 1/(4θ 2 ). Hence (4) does not hold, yet the forecaster is probabilistically calibrated. Exceedance calibrated forecaster: Now let G t = U [0, 1], t = 1, 2 be the ideal forecaster whose corresponding forecaster is:
This forecaster is exceedance calibrated since,
yet (4) is violated because the average variance of the forecaster is 1/48 (< 1/12). We also have H(f t ) = − log 2 (< H(g t )). Both measures concur that the forecaster is sharper than the ideal forecaster.
Marginally calibrated forecaster: Suppose G t = [0, 1], t = 1, 2, . . . , ∞ be a sequence of ideal forecasts and suppose that a forecaster issues
for some finite n > 1 and k t is a discrete uniform random variable taking values {1, 2, .., n} 2 . Clearly, the unconditional distribution is U [0, 1]. The forecaster's unconditional distribution is given by
2 Prof T. Gneiting brought this example to my attention through private communication.
Note that F t (x) is a function of a random variable due to its dependence on k t . It turns out that the expectation of F t is U [0, 1]. Hence, by the law of large numbers, F = U [0, 1]. Hence the forecaster issuing F t is marginally calibrated. However, both entropy and variance indicate that the forecaster is sharper than the ideal forecaster.
Calibration Theorem
Since none of the individual modes of calibration is sufficient for the forecaster to be less sharp than the ideal forecaster , we ought to determine if any two would suffice. Since Pal (2009) did not satisfactorily address this (Pal, 2010) , it is revisited. In order to address this conjecture, we define finite marginal calibration as
From a practical point of view, probabilistic and marginal calibration are more important than exceedance calibration because they can be assessed empirically.
is a sequence of continuous and strictly increasing distribution functions (ideal forecasts). Then a forecaster who is both probabilistically and finite marginally calibrated has either issued ideal forecasts {G t } T t=1 or is the finite unconditional forecaster.
The proof for the above proposition is split into two parts and is given in appendix A and B. It is trivial that the ideal forecaster satisfies the probabilistic calibration condition (2) and the finite marginal calibration condition (5). It is also trivial that the finite unconditional forecaster (FUF) satisfies the finite marginal calibration condition. To show that the FUF is probabilistically calibrated, note that for any p ∈ (0, 1), there exists η such thatḠ T (η) = p ⇒Ḡ −1
Including exceedance calibration in the hypotheses of the above proposition would rule out the FUF. If the FUF was exceedance calibrated, we would have
Given an x, there exists a ξ ∈ (0, 1) such thatḠ T (x) = ξ ⇒ x =Ḡ −1 T (ξ). Hence, we can eliminate x in the above equality to obtain
Unless G t (x) = G(x) for all t, the above equality is a mathematical fallacy. Therefore, the FUF cannot be exceedance calibrated. Even though this proposition does not deal with the case when T approaches infinity, in all practical situations we deal with finite T . Indeed the graphical tests for marginal calibration discussed in deal with finite marginal calibration. Defining the average predictive distribution to bē
and the empirical CDF of the observations bŷ
where x t is time series, propose plotting a graph ofF T −Ĝ T against x to assess marginal calibration. Clearly this is assessing finite marginal calibration. The implications (of the proposition) to the goal of probabilistic forecasting are that the level of expectation with regard to the two modes of calibration needs to be scaled down when the underlying model is mis-specified. This is because, without a correctly specified model, one cannot have both perfect probabilistic and finite marginal calibration unless he is the FUF. Hence the forecaster should merely aim to maximise sharpness subject to some level of calibration. For given levels of probabilistic and finite marginal calibration, a forecaster affords early warning if he is sharper than the unconditional distribution.
Density-Forecast Estimation
Suppose we have some data point s t , at time t, and we want to know the future state at time t + τ . We call τ the forecast lead time. In order to express uncertainty in the forecasts, we issue a density forecast. One way to obtaining a density forecast is to generate many points in the neighbourhood of s t and iterate them forward with the model to obtain an ensemble of forecasts
A comprehensive review of how to generate ensemble forecasts with non-linear models is given by Leutbecher and Palmer (2008) , but if we think of this process as Monte Carlo simulation, we may refer to Clements and Smith (2001) for a brief description in an econometric setting. This section is concerned with converting the ensemble into a density forecast. The Gaussian kernel function,
may be used to obtain a density function from an ensemble of point forecasts.
Single Model
One way to convert a forecast ensemble into a density forecast would be to perform density estimation according to Parzen (1962) and Silverman (1986) . The fundamental weakness of this approach is that it inherently assumes that the ensemble is a draw from the true distribution. In view of this, Roulston and Smith (2002) suggested taking into account how the model has performed in the past. A similar approach is followed by Hall and Mitchell (2007) , who use past forecast errors to obtain density forecasts. Therefore, we can form density forecast estimates of the form:
where σ and µ are respective kernel width and offset parameters chosen according to past performance and K(·) is the kernel function. The density forecast in (6) differs from the traditional Parzen (1962) estimates by the offset parameter. It is similar to the Bayesian Model Average proposed by Raftery et al. (2005) with a uniform bias correction, µ and equal weights. Selecting σ using Silverman (1986) does not account for model mis-specification. To account for model mis-specification, let us first denote a record of past time series and corresponding ensemble forecasts by V T = {( s t , X (t) )} T t=1 . Then the density forecasts whose parameters, µ and σ, are selected by taking into account past performance may be denoted by ρ (t) (x|V T ). While ρ (t) (x|V T ) has the same form as in (6), its parameters are selected by doing the minimisation
Under certain assumptions, doing the minimisation in (7) is tantamount to minimising either the average cross entropy or the average Kullback-Leibler divergence. Without making any assumptions, the term in (7) should be called average Ignorance, IGN . Minimising (7) is equivalent to maximum likelihood under the assumption of independence of forecast errors (Raftery et al., 2005) . Moreover, it is equivalent to quasi maximum likelihood (QML) under model mis-specification with independent conditional forecasts as discussed by White (1994) . Interestingly, White (1982) called the QML estimator the 'minimum ignorance' estimator, arguing that it minimises our ignorance about the correct model structure.
Mixture Model
Brocker and Smith (2008) noted that, when doing the minimisation in (7), some of the X (t) may be far from the corresponding s t , which could result in choices of σ that were too big. Hence, the parameter estimates would not be robust. These short comings could largely be due to model mis-specification. To circumvent these, they proposed a mixture model of the unconditional density, ρ u (x), and ρ (t) (x|V T ):
where the mixture parameter, α ∈ [0, 1]. All the three parameters are fitted simultaneously by minimising average Ignorance. The unconditional density, ρ u (x), is estimated from data via
and the parameters σ u and µ u are then chosen to simultaneously minimise the logarithmic scoring rule as proposed in Brocker and Smith (2008) . Silverman (1986) may also be followed to estimate the unconditional density.
Note that (8) would be the linear opinion pool discussed in Clemen and Winkler (1999) and used in Hall and Mitchell (2007) if α was the only parameter being selected; but we also train the σ to enhance the sharpness of the mixture distribution (see Proposition 4). The role of α is like that of the shrinkage in multi-parameter estimation (Efron and Morris, 1977; Hendry and Clements, 2004 ). If we let r t = ρ (t) (s t )/ρ u (s t ), then we can state the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 2. For a given set of parameters µ and σ, the necessary and sufficient conditions for improvement from including the unconditional density in the sense of the logarithmic scoring rule are that
The proof for this proposition is given in appendix C. Its counter part for point forecasts is Proposition 6 in Appendix D. The ratio r t may be interpreted as the return ratio on some invested capital in a Kelly betting scenario (Kelly, 1956) with no track take. The proposition states how the conditional and unconditional densities are to outperform each other in order for the mixture model to provide additional value.
In order to capture the effect, on kernel width, of including the unconditional density, we consider the case when N = 1 with µ = 0. When there is no unconditional density included, minimising the logarithmic score yields,
Let us write a time series version of the logarithmic scoring rule as
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose the score given by equation (10) assumes a minimum at parameter values (σ * , α * ), then the following equation holds:
See appendix C for the proof. Corollary 1 in Appendix D gives corresponding sharpness conditions for point forecasts. For illustrative purposes, suppose that the kth forecast is far from the corresponding observation in the sense that
As a result, the kernel width in (9) would be inflated. Equation (11) provides a way to discount the contributions of a few bad forecasts on the kernel width. In this case, (σ * , α * ) would be chosen such that
This is especially valuable when T is small, which is the case in typical time series. The idea is that a reduction in kernel width is necessary for the entropy of f (t) (x|V T ) to decrease even when N > 1, but it is easier to explain how the reduction is achieved when N = 1. Despite this reduction, some mixture forecasts may still be less sharp than unconditional distribution in the sense of entropy. A straight forward application of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) and Jensen's inequalities leads to the relations (12) where H(f ) = − f (x) log f (x)dx and H(f, g) = − f (x) log g(x)dx are the entropy and cross entropy respectively. Therefore, the necessary and sufficient conditions for H f (t) ≥ H(ρ u ) to hold are that H(ρ u ) < H ρ (t) , ρ u and H(ρ u ) < H ρ (t) respectively. The first inequality of (12) can be used to establish the following proposition:
e. in the sense of entropy, merely mixing ρ (t) (x) with the unconditional density without re-adjusting the σ parameter cannot improve the sharpness of the predictive distribution.
It is not obvious what the effect of the mixture is on calibration, except that including the unconditional density improves the KL distance from the ideal forecasts. Nevertheless, the mixture parameter that minimises the logarithmic score yields the
On the other hand, we note that equation (2) is equivalent to
The two preceding equations are similar with the ρ u replacing g t in (13). What happens to calibration due the mixture will be explored by way of example in the next section.
Applications
This section presents the results that highlight the effects, on sharpness, calibration and the time horizon over which density forecasts are useful, of introducing the unconditional density to form the density forecasts. As an example, the Bank of England (BOE) inflation forecasts are considered. Every quarter, the BOE issues GDP and inflation quarterly forecasts for up to twelve quarters into the future (Harrison et al., 2005) . The forecasts come in pairs; those based on constant interest rates and those on market interest rates. We shall only consider those based on constant interest rates. The model is nonlinear and is an addition to a suite of models which are admittedly imperfect since they are simplifications of reality (Harrison et al., 2005; Kapetanios et al., 2008) . We shall here consider the Retail Price Index inflation excluding mortgage interest payments (RPIX inflation rate). The corresponding forecasts are published on the BOE website for the period from 1993 to 2005. The starting point of this period coincided with the BOE starting to issue an inflation target of 2.5%. Before that time there were no inflation targets set. RPIX inflation data is published on the Office of National Statistics website.
At a given lead time, each forecast comprises the parameters mode, mean, median, uncertainty and the skew parameter. A two-piece normal distribution is then used to produce fan-charts (Britton et al., 1998) which are then published on the BOE website. Only the parameters mode (or central projection), µ t , uncertainty, σ t , and skewness, γ t , are required to completely specify the two-piece distribution. In a nutshell, the probability distribution issued is (Britton et al., 1998; Gneiting, 2011) 
One may think of the central projection as a one member ensemble (or Monte Carlo simulation). The entropy of this density function is given by
Dowd (2007) highlighted that the BOE RPIX inflation forecasts are very pessimistic by assessing the corresponding fan charts. He argued that the BOE over-estimated the probability that a given target range would be breached. In this paper, we demonstrate that the distributions can be made sharper by mixing them with the unconditional density. To this end, the new forecast density shall be given by
The parameters λ and α are selected by minimising Ignorance over a forecast-verification archive and they depend on lead time. The use of λ in (15) accommodates the BOE's judgement and allows the mixture distributions to be sharper than the BOE forecasts. Forecast combination as done in Hall and Mitchell (2007) corresponds to setting λ = 1 and then finding an 'optimal' α. According to Proposition 4, this cannot yield sharper forecasts. The case λ = 1 and α = 1 corresponds to the BOE forecasts and in sequel, this situation shall simply be referred to as α = 1. In order to estimate the unconditional density, we need to make sure that inflation exhibited stationarity within the epoch under investigation. The works of Boero et al. (2008) and Benati (2004) argue that the inflation targeting policy of 1992 introduced a break in the dynamics of inflation and marked the beginning of a period of remarkable stability. Using unit-root tests, they found that giving independence to the BOE in 1997 introduced no break in the dynamics of RPIX inflation. In light of this, we estimated the unconditional density using data for the period from 1992 to 2004.
For each forecast lead time considered, there were 44 forecasts. Since this is a small data size to deal with, we perform a cross validation approach to quantify the effect of including the unconditional density on the sharpness and calibration of the density forecasts. This is done by successively leaving out one forecast from the training (left) and when unconditional density is included (right).
set. Each 43 member training set is then used to estimate values of λ and α that minimise Ignorance. These values are then used on each excluded forecast to produce the mixture density forecast. Entropies and PITs of these out of sample distributions are then compared with those of the BOE forecasts. We also compare the out of sample forecaster's unconditional density with the BOE unconditional density via the Hellinger distance.
A pair of density forecasts is shown in figure 1 to illustrate the effect on sharpness of mixing BOE forecasts with the unconditional density according to (15) . Visual inspection suggests an increase in sharpness due to mixing with the unconditional density. Using entropy to measure sharpness, the forecasts were compared with the unconditional distribution. A graph of the percentage of forecasts sharper than the unconditional distribution against lead time is shown in figure 2 on the left. From the graph it is evident that predictive distributions as issued by BOE are all less sharp than the unconditional distribution from as early as four quarters and ahead. This undermines the value of BOE fan charts from one year ahead and above in favour of the unconditional forecaster. At a lead time of one quarter ahead, it appears that mixing with the unconditional density results in mixture distributions that are less sharp than BOE forecasts. This, however, was at the expense of marginal calibration as is evident on the right hand graphs in figure 2 .
The graphs of Hellinger distance of forecaster's unconditional densities from the unconditional densities in figure 2 highlight the effect, on marginal calibration, of mixing with the unconditional density. At all the lead times considered, it is clear that mixing with the unconditional densities out-performed the BOE forecasts. Moreover, there is gain with respect to marginal calibration. Concerning probabilistic calibration, we consider only the lead times of two and three quarters ahead. The corresponding PIT graphs are shown in figure 3 . Visual inspection suggests that mixing with the unconditional density does not have a significant effect on the quality of the PITs. 
Discussion and Conclusions
This paper presented a new theoretical and empirical analysis of the quality of density forecasts in terms of sharpness and calibration. It revisited the conjecture of that a sufficiently calibrated forecaster is no more sharper than the ideal forecaster and proved a relevant proposition. It turned out that one cannot have both probabilistic and marginal calibration hold when the underlying model is mis-specified unless they settle for the unconditional distribution. Therefore, the paper argued for scaling down calibration expectations when facing model mis-specification. It focused upon combining conditional forecasts with the unconditional density.
It was found that including the unconditional density via the logarithmic scoring rule tended to improve marginal calibration and maintain probabilistic calibration. This could be accompanied by a corresponding increase in sharpness as measured by entropy. Improvement in marginal calibration increased with lead time with no obvious compromise to probabilistic calibration. Fairly calibrated predictive distributions at higher lead times were found to be generally sharper than the unconditional distribution, thus affording early warning. Crucially, though, some of the density forecasts may have larger entropy than the unconditional distribution. Such forecasts may have to be rejected in favour of the unconditional distribution, which is sharper. These observations were made on RPIX inflation forecasts issued by the BOE. The forecasting model was nonlinear and mis-specified, having some stochastic component.
Relative to the unconditional distribution of RPIX inflation data, we found the BOE density forecasts to be very pessimistic, especially from lead times of four quarters and above. At lead times above three quarters, the unconditional distribution was found to be sharper than all the BOE forecasts. This undermines the value of the BOE forecasts at these lead times. Taking into account the BOE's judgement, mixing conditional forecasts with the unconditional density was found to yield sharper forecasts than the unconditional distribution. For instance, at a lead time of three quarters, only 30% of the BOE density forecasts were sharper than the unconditional distribution. Mixing with the unconditional density improved sharpness of the forecasts so that about 75% of them became sharper than the unconditional distribution.
It is useful to note that our calculations based on the BOE forecasts were performed on only 44 data points. This indicates that the methodology is relevant to data poor situations. If the system was not stationary, one would need to transform the time series to ensure stationarity. The methodology is applicable to both linear and nonlinear, stochastic systems provided stationarity has been established. Nonlinearity abounds in finance with examples in stock markets (Kanas, 2003; Linden et al., 1993) . In macroeconomics, GDP forecasting is an immediate example that would also be profited by this study.
A Generalised Construction of Probabilistically Calibrated Forecasts
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose that G t is a continuous strictly increasing distribution function on an interval I t . Let I be any interval and choose for each t a strictly increasing continuous map h t : I → I t . A probabilistically calibrated forecast distribution function precisely takes the form 's construction in § 2.4 except that T is general rather than 2 and the linear maps x and x/a that use are replaced by the nonlinear maps h t . Note that each F s is a strictly increasing continuous distribution on I s and they are probabilistically calibrated forecasts of the G t 's, because given 0 < p < 1 there is some x in I with p = 1 T G t {h t (x)} = p.
Moreover, any probabilistically calibrated forecast of G t takes exactly this form. To see this, let I be any interval and h 1 be any suitable map from I onto I 1 and then define h t (x) = F The first equality follows by definition of the h t functions and the next by the probabilistic calibration property. Hence the F t 's have exactly the form of the construction.
B Proof of Proposition 1
Using proposition 5, probabilistic calibration implies that F t takes precisely the form given in (A.1). If the sequence {F t } is also finite marginally calibrated, we can substitute (A.1) into (5) to obtain 1 T (T − 1)
It is, therefore, required that G t h t h −1 s (x) = G i (x), where i ∈ {1, .., T }. If G t [h t {h −1 s (x)}] = G s (x) for any s, then the forecasts {F t } are ideal. On the other hand, if G t [h t {h −1 s (x)}] = G t (x), then we have the finite unconditional forecaster (FUF).
We now wish to show that a non-FUF forecaster who is both probabilistically and marginally calibrated is precisely the ideal forecaster. Consider F s (x) as defined by equation (A.1) for a given s. Suppose there exists q such that t (x)}] = G t (x) for all t ≤ q while (B.2) implies that h t (x) = h s (x) for all t > q. F s (x) contains q counts of G s (x). Each 
for all t ≤ q. The first equality follows from noting that h i (x) = h s (x) and the second from applying (B.1). Hence each F i (x) contains q counts of G s (x). Therefore, all the summations on the right hand side of the forecasters contain q +(T −q)q counts of G s (x). Finite marginal calibration imposes the requirement that q + (T − q)q = T , which holds if and only if q = T . But q = T implies that we have ideal forecasts. More generally, the sequence {G t [h t {h −1 s (x)}]} t>q may contain multiplicities of the G t (x) terms. This means that, for a given t = r > q for which G r [h r {h −1 s (x)}] = G r (x), there may be at least another p = r and p > q such that G p [h p {h −1 s (x)}] = G r (x). Let j be the number of all p's for all r's as defined above. Then the total number of G s (x) terms over the right hand sides of all F i (x) and F s (x) is q + (T − q − j)q. Marginal calibration imposes the condition that q + (T − q − j)q = T ⇒ q 2 − q(T − j + 1) + T = 0.
For the above quadratic equation to have an integer solution in q, the discriminant must be a perfect square, which happens if and only if j = 0. Hence a non-FUF forecaster who is both finite marginally and probabilistically calibrated must have issued ideal forecasts.
C Proofs of Propositions 2 and 3
Proof of proposition 2: The second partial derivative of equation (10) with respect to the mixture parameter α yields
Hence the first derivative of IGN with respect to α is an increasing function of α. It follows that the first derivative will have a zero at some α = α * ∈ (0, 1) if and only if ∂ IGN ∂α α=0 < 0 and ∂ IGN ∂α α=1 > 0.
